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The aim of this study is to create a
workflow in ArcGIS for converting
Landsat 8 images into land cover map
using object-based image classification.

Landsat 8

http://landsat.gsfc.nasa.gov/?p=3186

Band

Bandwith (nm)

Resolution (m)

1.

coastal

433-453

30

2.

blue

450 - 515

30

3.

green

525 - 600

30

4.

red

630 - 680

30

5.

NIR

845 - 885

30

6.

SWIR 1

1560 - 1660

30

7.

SWIR 2

2100 - 2300

30

8.

panchromatic

500 - 680

15

9.

cirrus

1360 - 1390

30

The new Landsat 8 imagery may be acquired every 16 days for any location.
The satellite was launched in February 2013. It contains two new pushbroom instruments with 12-bits radiometric quantization.
The main instrument Operational Land Imager contains two new bands deep blue or coastal and cirrus. The imagery may be downloaded the same
day they were taken at no costs as a zipped GEOTIF files, and one metadata
file.
In general this new satellite provides significant improvement in the ability
to detect changes on the Earth’s surface compering with Landsat 7.

The aim of this study is to create a workflow and
accompanying tools in ArcGIS for converting Landsat 8
images into land cover map using object-based image
classification.

The aim of this study is to create a
workflow and accompanying tools in
ArcGIS for converting Landsat 8
images into land cover map using
object-based image classification

Geo-processing tools for objects analyses in Model Builder

Tool Name

Toolbox

Description

Pan-sharpened composit

Landsat8

Create pan-sharpened composit from Landsat 8 data and pan-sharpened
15x15 m channels with preserved DN values

Radiance atmospheric
corrected

Landsat8

Using pan-sharpened DN channels created channels with atmospheric
corrected radiance

Reflectance atmospheric
corrected

Landsat8

Using pan-sharpened DN channels created channels with atmospheric
corrected reflectance

Surface temperature
emissivity corrected

Landsat8

Calculate surface temperature from original DN channel 10 using emissivity
correction

Segmentation

Landsat8

From radiance images perform segmentation creating polygon layer of
segments
Extract from raster pixels of objects and assign to each segment their

Extraction from raster

geobia

Texture

geobia

Calculate GLCM image texture for each segment (Contrast, Dissimilarity,
Homogeneity, Energy, Entropy, Mean, Standard deviation, Correlation)

Merge objects

geobia

Dissolve objects with the same class

Classify by attributes

geobia

Assign class to segment on the base of SQL expression using its attributes
values

Classify located nearby

geobia

Classify target objects which are not further than defined distance from
source objects

Accuracy assessment

geobia

Calculates matrix of confusion for accuracy assessment of classification
results

statistics (mean, standard deviation, maximum, minimum)

The proposed process consists of two steps which are
performed using two Python toolboxes in ArcGIS which
contains set of especially designed tools.
The first toolbox Landsat8 is used for the preprocessing of
download and unzipped data in selected Area Of Interest. All
spectral channels are pan-sharpened and atmospheric
corrected radiance and reflectance as well as emissivity
corrected land surface temperature is calculated. This toolbox
contains also the tool for image segmentation which creates
the vector layer of polygon objects. All tools in this toolbox
works only with Landsat 8 imagery.
The second toolbox Geobia support the object based image
analysis carried out in ArcGIS using layer of polygon objects.
Using of tools of this toolbox is not limited to Landsat 8
imagery.

Landsat data pre-processing:
1. Pan-sharpening with preservation of DN values in spectral bands
2. Converting DN values to spectral radiance at the satellite sensor
3. Applay atmosheric corection for radiance to estimate spectral radiance at the Earth surface
4. Calculate spectral reflectance at the Earth surface

5. Converting TIRS band spectral radiance to at the satellite brightnes temperature
6. Estimating LST (land surface temperature)
Tool Name

Pan-sharpened
composit
Radiance
atmospheric
corrected
Reflectance
atmospheric
corrected
Surface
temperature
emissivity corrected
Segmentation

Toolbox

Description

Landsat8

Create pan-sharpened composit from Landsat 8 data
and pan-sharpened 15x15 m channels with
preserved DN values

Landsat8

Using pan-sharpened DN channels created channels
with atmospheric corrected radiance

Landsat8

Using pan-sharpened DN channels created channels
with atmospheric corrected reflectance

Landsat8

Calculate surface temperature from original DN
channel 10 using emissivity correction

Landsat8

From radiance images perform segmentation
creating polygon layer of segments

Landsat data pre-processing is performed in
several steps which creates specific workflow
of data preparation. It begins with creating of
AOI which has shape of rectangle and should
have the same georeference as images. The
AOI is saved as a polygon shapefile. The first
tool used is Pan-sharpened composit which
creates composit and pan-sharpened all
bands in window defined by AOI polygon
shapefile. Then atmospheric corrected
radiance and reflectance are calculated using
Radiance
atmospheric
corrected
and
Reflectance atmospheric corrected tools. It is
also possible to estimate land surface
temperature using Surface temperature
emissivity corrected tool.

Pan-sharpening with preservation of DN values in
spectral bands
Smoothing-filter based intensity modulation
technique (SFIM)

For pan-sharpening the (SFIM) smoothing-filterbased intensity modulation technique is used
(Liu, 2000). The main advantage of this fusion
method is preservation of DN values in spectral
bands. In addition pan-sharpened composite is
created to use it for visual inspection.

Landsat 8 product metadata file

AOI vector rectangle

Results:
1. Pan-sharpend composit
2. Pansharped 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9 AOI images with DN
3. Info text file

This tool creates pan-sharpened composit, pansharpened images for AOI window for all bands and
info txt file. This file contains names of all image files,
band-specific multiplicative rescaling factors for
radiance and reflectance, time, sun elevation, distance
to sun and minimum TOA radiance in all channels.

Before pan-sharpening

After pan-sharpening

On the left side there is composit before pan-sharpening and on
the right side after. It looks very similar to result of system ArcGIS
tool for pan-sharpening, but the main difference is in
preservation of DN values.

Calculation of spectral radiance with atmospheric correction at the Earth surface

In the next step DN values are converted to
radiance
using
radiometric
rescaling
coefficients from Landsat 8 MTL metadata file.
TOA spectral radiance is calculated using bandspecific multiplicative and additive rescaling
factors, described here as M and A coefficients
Atmospheric correction is performed using DOS
method assuming one-percent minimum
reflectance.
The one percent deducted from minimum
radiation is calculated from formula where:
ESUN - estimated solar exoatmospheric
spectral irradiances
cos SZ - cosine of solar zenith
d - earth-sun distance

Calculation of spectral reflectance with atmospheric correction at the Earth surface

Calculation of spectraI reflectance starts with conversion of DN
to TOA reflectance. Then the one-percent minimum
reflectance is estimated and the reflectance at the earth
surface is calculated.
The Lowest Valid Value may be determined using different
methods (hear the absolute minimum value in band is found)

Estimating LST (land surface temperature)
1. Radiance (TIRS) conversion to at-satellite brightnes temperature

2. Emissivity estimation using NDVI (Van De Griend and Ove, 1993)

3. Calculation of LST

The estimation of land surface temperature starts with conversion of
DN from 10.8 micrometers band to radiance. From radiance the atsatellite brightness temperature is calculated using band specific
thermal conversion constants from metadata. The land surface
temperature is calculated using estimated emissivity obtained from
empirical formula using NDVI index.

Segmentation :
Hybrid linkage region growing algorithm (Devereux et. Al. 2004 – Int. J. of Applied Earth Observation)
Step 1
Multispectral slopes are calculated and converted to edge
map using adequate threshold. This edge raster map is
thinning by extraction of pixels with local “slope maxima”.

The segmentation is performed using the algorithm
classified as a hybrid linkage region growing algorithm
which works in two steps. In the first step multispectral
slopes are calculated and converted to edge map using
adequate threshold. This edge raster map is thinning
by extraction of pixels with local “slope maxima”.

Segmentation :
Hybrid linkage region growing algorithm (Devereux et. Al. 2004 – Int. J. of Applied Earth Observation)

Step 2
Segment growing method is applied. First new seeds are
created in “free of edge” areas as a square windows of
variable size

In the second step segment growing method is
applied. First new seeds are created in “free of
edge” areas as a square windows of variable
size.

Segmentation :
Hybrid linkage region growing algorithm (Devereux et. Al. 2004 – Int. J. of Applied Earth Observation)

Step 2
Segment growing method is applied. First new seeds are
created in “free of edge” areas as a square windows of
variable size

Starting from the seeds with maximum size
and then decreasing its size in every loop of
iteration.

Segmentation :
Hybrid linkage region growing algorithm (Devereux et. Al. 2004 – Int. J. of Applied Earth Observation)

Step 2
Segment growing method is applied. First new seeds are
created in “free of edge” areas as a square windows of
variable size

Every seed is an object with unique ID.

Segmentation :
Hybrid linkage region growing algorithm (Devereux et. Al. 2004 – Int. J. of Applied Earth Observation)

Step 3
The seed windows are corrected to satisfy the
inequality

The seed windows are corrected to satisfy this
inequality where: 𝑚 is the number of bands of
the image; 𝑃𝑘 𝑖 is a radiance in band i of pixel k;
𝑃𝑖 is the mean radiance of seed in band i and 𝜏𝑖 is
a threshold specified as a number of standard
deviations for the seed in each band.

Segmentation :
Hybrid linkage region growing algorithm (Devereux et. Al. 2004 – Int. J. of Applied Earth Observation)

Step 4
Next the seeds are growing until satisfy above
inequality.

Next the seeds are growing until satisfy
above inequality.

Segmentation :
Hybrid linkage region growing algorithm (Devereux et. Al. 2004 – Int. J. of Applied Earth Observation)

Step 4
Next the seeds are growing until satisfy above
inequality. The remaining pixels are allocated to their
neighbour seeds

The remaining pixels are allocated to their
neighbor seeds.

Conversion of rasters to
polygons

The resulting raster of objects is converted to polygons with unique object ID.

Rule based classification in Model Builder using GEOBIA

Tool Name

Toolbox

Extraction from
raster

geobia

Description
Extract from raster pixels of objects and assign to
each segment their statistics (mean, standard
deviation, maximum, minimum)

Texture

geobia

Calculate GLCM image texture for each segment
(Contrast, Dissimilarity, Homogeneity, Energy,
Entropy, Mean, Standard deviation, Correlation)

Merge objects

geobia

Dissolve objects with the same class

Classify by
attributes

geobia

Assign class to segment on the base of SQL
expression using its attributes values

Classify located
nearby

geobia

Classify target objects which are not further than
defined distance from source objects

Accuracy
assessment

geobia

Calculates matrix of confusion for accuracy
assessment of classification results

The geobia_toolbox supports the performing of object-oriented analyses in Model
Builder interface created for geo-processing modelling in ArcGIS. The most tools are
used to calculate attributes of objects describing its spectral brightness, texture and
geometry.

Extraction from raster

The extraction from raster
tool extracts from raster
pixels of objects and assign
to each object their
statistics like mean,
standard deviation,
maximum and minimum.

(preparation) Extraction from raster

Using this tool in batch mode it is possible
to extracts statistics from many rasters in
the more convenient way than from each
separately.

(preparation) Texture

GLCM – Gray-Level Co-occurance Matrix
Contrast
Disimilarity
Homogenity
Energy
Entropy
GLCM-mean
GLCM-std
GLCM-correlation

The Texture tool calculates GLCM image
texture for each segment. Several
texture indexes are calculated as
Contrast, Dissimilarity, Homogeneity,
Energy, Entropy, Mean, Standard
deviation and Correlation.

(preparation) Geometry

The geometry attributes may be calculated using systems ArcGIS tools.

Model Builder is the graphical environment for running reusable geoprocessing workflows in Arc GIS, defining by
connected sequence of tools. It may be used for rule based classification. In this example a new field is added to
attribute table of object layer and for each object new value equal the difference between two bands is calculated and
assigned.

Model Builder as environment for GEOBIA

This calculation may be performed using Python functionality which in significant way improve the designing of decision tree.

Model Builder as environment for GEOBIA

New tool Classify by attributes

It is also possible
to use Classify by
attributes tool to
assign class to
segment on the
bases of SQL
expression using
its attributes
values.

New tool Classify located nearby

Tool Classify located nearby classify target objects which
are not further than defined distance from source objects of
defined class.

New tool Classify located nearby

New tool Merge objects

The tool Merge objects
dissolve objects with
the same class. The
difference between
this tool and Dissolve
tool in ArcGIS is in
calculation of
attributes of result
objects. They are
calculated as weighted
average of attributes
merged objects with a
weight defined by their
surface.

New tool Merge objects

Accuracy assessment

The last tool is Accuracy
assessment which tests
accuracy of classification
using matrix of confusion
by comparing results of
classification with classes
of set of reference
objects. The Kappa
coefficient to describing
accuracy.

The rule based image classification is a popular method used to classify
objects. It allows for developing a complex solutions using different kinds
of data and segments characteristic describing its texture, pixels statistics
and geometry.

This example uses multi-temporal
radiance and reflectance data and NDVI
raster to delineate six land cover
classes.

They are:

urban area
agriculture
natural vegetation
coniferous forest
deciduous forest
water

Adding line data and
attributes:
roads
railroads

rivers
names of lakes
names of towns
Land cover layer may be
supplemented by
buffers of roads,
railroads and rivers.
The attributes like
names of lakes or towns
may be added from
another layer using
spatial joins which
opens the possibility to
semi-automatic map
designing.

Spatial Join of attribiutes

Adding line data as polygons

5m

These are Model Builder models for spatial join of attributes and adding line data as polygons.

25 km

This is result layer of land cover.

300 m

25 km

All line features are narrow poligons.

Objects like rivers, lakes or build up areas
have text attribute of their name which
may be used as label on the map.

25 km

In our project the
land cover layer was
created for the area
of about 12000 km2.

120 km

kappa coefficient = 90.63 %

The proposed method gives possibility for
creating different products using GEOBIA from
such layer in a widely used spatial data analyses
environment.

